
Why enrol in the brand new 
Sacred Animal Healing And Interspecies Soul

Communication 
online course?

If you love animals and want to help them to the best of your ability then you will probably 
also want to know what they are thinking and feeling on a deeper level. The Sacred Animal 
Healing And Interspecies Soul Communication course can give you many of those insights 
and the results can literally be life-altering. Animals offer us so much unconditional love and 
doing this healing work is a way of giving back to them in kind. There are only two 
prerequisites necessary for this course:
The first is an open heart.
The second is an open mind. 
So if you have those two things and are willing to expand your healing horizon then this is 
the perfect course for you!

Hello! My name is Judith Leona Corazón and I have been involved in energy healing work 
for over twenty five years. I am a Reiki Master Teacher and practitioner and have studied 
many other healing modalities both in Australia and overseas. My deep love of animals and 
healing experience over the years has led me to develop my own healing modality 
specifically for them entitled Sacred Animal Healing and Interspecies Soul Communication. I 
am very pleased to be able to offer this online course to you for the very first time in the 
auspicious year of 2020 AD.

In this course you will discover:
-What do we actually mean by Sacred Healing? 
-How to communicate with your pets on a soul level 
-How to communicate with any other species
-The reciprocal nature of healing
-What is meant by quantum reality
-How to give a full SAHISC healing session to your furry family members
-How to give a full SAHISC healing session to your friends’ furbabes
-The importance of integrity in healing work
-The phenomenal power of distance healing
-The interconnectedness of the dense and subtle bodies
- Information about specific animal chakras
-The difference between soul incarnation and spirit
-A model of truly holistic healing 
-A new paradigm for healing work
-The transformative power of compassion
-The healing power of truth
-How to respect the free will of your dear one
-How to give a healing meditation
-Methods of Pet Grief Healing work for pet guardians
-Self-development guidelines
-The importance of working in harmony with Vets
-The stepping stones to practitioner levels of Sacred Animal Healing And Interspecies Soul 
Communication …and much, much more!

Subscriptions

Please note that if you are a subscriber to Heart Of Hearts Animal Healing during 2020 then 
you can enjoy a $10 AUD discount off the new online SAHISC course modules. Which 
makes the Introductory Level Modules only $50 AUD each instead of $60 AUD. A 
Subscription costs a mere $15 AUD per year so it pays for itself very quickly. There are 
many advantages to being a subscriber such as loads of discounts and free offers with new 



things being offered all the time. See:  https://animalreikiheart.com.au/Subcribers/ for more 
detailed information and to subscribe.

Introduction to Sacred Animal Healing And Interspecies Soul Communication (Unit 1):

*Four consecutive Modules (Units 1A, 1B, 1C and 1D)
*Each Module is only $60 AUD (or $50 AUD for subscribers)
*Pay as you go one Module at a time
*No large upfront fees
*No enrolment date, start anytime
*Complete as many Modules as you choose
*Certificate and course materials included in fees

During 2020 each Module costs only AUD$60 so you just pay as you go.  There is no 
enrolment date. So all you need to do is fill in the form on the website and send it through 
and make the payment. Your enrolment will be accepted once the payment has gone 
through and we have received your form and consent. You will then receive a Course 
Outline file and some other relevant information.

Once enrolment is complete you will be sent the Module information PDF. Some modules 
may have audio or video files, diagrams or other learning tools included in the course 
content as well as written material. Simply read it all and then answer the set questions or 
complete the set exercise/s and send your response by email to: 
judithleonacorazon@gmail.com

The Modules need to be taken in consecutive order but the amount of time you take 
between them is up to you. You may wish to do a Module a week, or leave more time 
between each one in order to fully assimilate the work.  Each module is estimated to take a 
few hours to complete but it varies widely from person to person and that is fine. In my 
opinion there is absolutely no value in rushing through the work, in fact I think savouring it is 
much more beneficial. Spiritual learning is not to be hurried! 

You will then be contacted by email to discuss any clarifications needed. When the topic has
been shown to be fully comprehended you will have passed that Module and be notified by 
email. You will then be free to enrol in the next Module. Sometimes this may take a few 
emails backwards and forwards with extra questions, clarifications or exercises which is all 
perfectly fine, as each student is an individual who has different ways of approaching 
learning.  

Once you have completed and passed the first four modules - The Principles Of SAHISC 
and the accompanying meditation exercise - then you will have completed the Introductory 
Level and be issued a certificate stating that. The purpose of this level is to make sure that 
we are all on the same page before we begin to give healing sessions.

**Please note that as this is the inaugural year of the course the Introductory Level (Unit 1) is
available now and Level 1 (Unit 2) and Level 2 (Unit 3) will be released later in 2020 or 
2021.**

Sacred Animal Healing And Interspecies Soul Communication Level One (Unit 2)

You can then enrol in Unit 2 in exactly the same way, Module by Module. At no point is there
a requirement to pay for a whole level or unit, so there are no expensive upfront fees. The 
most you will ever pay at one time is the cost of one Module, so for 2020 that is $60 AUD (or
$50 AUD for Subscribers). Unit 2 explores the unique Sacred Animal Healing And 
Interspecies Soul Communication precepts in its Theory Work Modules and explains how to 
give a hands on healing treatment. Then the Practice Work Modules empower you to be 
able to perform a complete Sacred Animal Healing And Interspecies Soul Communication 
session on an animal and directly communicate with them on a soul level, including being 
able to ask them questions. You can then move on to doing actual Case Studies. Some 
Case Studies will be set by the facilitator and some will be utilizing your own or your friend’s 
pets.

https://animalreikiheart.com.au/Subcribers/
mailto:judithleonacorazon@gmail.com


Our Holy Guides

Please note that the spiritual guidance overlighting this modality is Interfaith in 
nature. The Sacred Animal Healing And Interspecies Soul Communication modality 
connects to emanations of compassion from the Christian, Tibetan Buddhist and 
Daoist Traditions as well as the Angelic Realm and also incorporates Australian First 
Nations’ teachings. Please examine your heart to ensure that this work sits 
comfortably with you before enrolling.

Working in harmony with other animal health professionals:

It is important to note that the Sacred Animal Healing And Interspecies Soul Communication 
method – or any energy healing modality in my opinion – should not be done INSTEAD of 
veterinary treatment. Firstly I recommend finding a qualified vet in whom you trust. Then ask 
them to thoroughly examine the animal and give you their diagnosis and prognosis. This 
applies for any problem be it anatomical or behavioural. Then discuss your options with the 
vet and devise a treatment plan if necessary. So then you can rest assured that the physical 
level or dense body is being taken care of. Veterinary Surgeons are experts in their field and 
I have nothing but respect for them. (A human doctor has but one species to learn about, 
Vets have to know how to treat many species… I take my hat off to them!)

So then after you have done that you can choose to address the patients higher, 
metaphysical levels or subtle bodies with Sacred Animal Healing And Interspecies Soul 
Communication. By having a Sacred Animal Healing And Interspecies Soul Communication 
distant healing you may discover information which can shed light on the animals individual 
will or emotional, psychological or spiritual state. You will be able to get in touch with their 
Higher Self. All sorts of things can come up which may be beneficial for you to know. By 
practicing energy healing on the animal you can then be assured that you are covering all 
bases by addressing the levels of their subtle bodies as well as their dense body. It has been
my experience that a problem needs to be addressed on all levels in order to achieve a full 
and sustainable balanced state.

I reiterate that I advise in all cases that an animal first be examined by a qualified vet. I wish 
to make it clear that the Sacred Animal Healing And Interspecies Soul Communication 
method involves working in harmony with Veterinary Surgeons and Veterinary Specialists 
and other qualified Animal Therapists, not in lieu of. In this way we can secure the best 
outcome for the animal. This is particularly true when we are dealing with a dear fur child 
who is about to transition from this incarnation. At such times pain relief/medication provided 
by a Vet may be absolutely imperative to keep them as comfortable as possible. By 
communicating with them on a soul level as well however we may be able to give them the 
best of both worlds. Literally.

DISCLAIMER:  Please note that although you are encouraged to practice performing healings on animals as 
soon as you can in Unit 2, charging money for treatments using the Sacred Animal Healing And Interspecies 
Soul Communication method is not allowed until the Practitioner Level has been passed and you have satisfied 
the insurance requirements necessary for your area or country and have a current practitioner licence with Heart 
Of Hearts Animal Healing. And a reminder that the Sacred Animal Healing and Interspecies Soul 
Communication, Pet Grief Healing  and Heartlight Meditation titles are also not allowed to be used under 
international copyright law –  except as outlined by the Terms and Conditions of the Sacred Animal Healing And 
Interspecies Soul Communication (also titled SAHISC) Practitioner Level.  Also please remember that it is a 
condition of enrolment that none of the course material may be shared either on public social media or even 
privately with anyone who is not enrolled in the course. An appropriate student discussion group will be created 
when necessary. This is in accordance with intellectual copyright law and includes all information, audio/visual 
material, diagrams etc. Enrolment may be terminated if these conditions are not met. No refunds on course fees 
will be given.

So in closing I say to you that if you were born with a heart for animals then this Sacred 
Animal Healing and Interspecies Soul Communication course is the right one for you! If you 
have a special connection with animals, and a natural empathy for them, then I think you will 
find this work extremely beneficial both for your furkids and for yourself.



I can’t wait to connect with you in offering deep compassion and healing to the souls of other
species in this way and for us to learn together from their greater wisdom.

There is an American First Nations saying which sums up the Sacred Animal Healing And 
Interspecies Soul Communication philosophy nicely:
“Every animal knows more than you do.”

So… let the learning begin!

Amen and Namaste dear Lionheart!

Judith Leona Corazón
Heart Of Hearts Animal Healing


